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Effect of Earth’s gravity anomalies on a moving cloud leading to
precipitation
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Earth has gravity due to its mass. The distribution of mass on and within the earth is not uniform. Hence there
is a variation in the gravity from place to place. A moving cloud naturally gets subjected to the varying gravity
of the earth. Accordingly, the cloud or a part of it gets expanded or contracted as it moves above the gravita-
tional anomalies changing its existing saturation of the moisture content per unit volume. At lower than normal
gravity, the atmosphere above it gets expanded. Hence a cloud passing over this lower than normal gravity also
expands. Expansion leads to cooling effect which reduces the moisture holding capacity of the cloud. This can
lead to precipitation depending upon the initial saturation with which the cloud is passing over and the magni-
tude of the difference in the gravity values. Similarly, at higher than the normal gravity, the atmosphere above it
gets compressed and as a consequence the cloud contained in the atmosphere at that place also gets compressed
thereby increasing the moisture saturation in the compressed region of the cloud. This can lead to precipitation
depending upon the saturation with which the cloud is passing over the higher gravity and the magnitude of the
difference in the gravity values. Relative changes in gravity values between adjacent regions can also have effect
on a cloud. For an almost saturated cloud even less magnitude of the difference in relative gravity values would
lead to precipitation. The effect of the above described phenomena is noticeably reflected in the gravity anomaly
and the corresponding annual precipitation maps. Long term mining, deforestation resulting into mass removal
and urbanization resulting into mass accumulation can affect the precipitation patterns in the respective areas. The
phenomena can also act on a cloud in combination with other known precipitating factors.


